[Differences in the efficacy of gutimine alpha-ketoglutarate in the hypoxic and motor forms of hypoxia].
When used in a dose of 100 mg/kg gutimine alpha-ketogluterate exerts a pronounced antihypoxic action in hypo- and normabaric hpoxic hypoxia ("lifting" albino mice in a pressure chamber to an "altitude" of 10000 m, rarefaction down to 198.7 mm of Hg, PO2--42 mm Hg, the chamber atmosphere containing 5.4 vol % of oxygen with the animals placed in the hermetically sealed chamber containing 5% of oxygen and 95% of nitrogen at 760 mm Hg). The absence of antihypoxic effect of the drug and exygen with the motor form of hypoxia (swimming test with the weight mass of 10 per cent of the body mass) bears evidence to the fact that the pathogenetic mechanisms in these two forms of hypoxia are dissimilar. An inference is drawn to the effect that the protective action of the drug may be associated with correction of the oxygen cycle in the organism.